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Comments

“

Moe is special in so very many ways it's impossible to select a few favorites. He gave
the precious gifts of love and laughter generously to so many. I met Moe when we
were twenty and he filled the enormous shoes, biggest ever ordered from the tuxedo
business in the UP, I expected from the hundreds of stories that preceded our
meeting. Moe was already madly in love with Kathy however, he made time to assure
his many, dear, high school friends at Western that he also loved them. Throughout
the next 46 years, Moe and Kathy, they are definitely a team, blessed Mike and me
with love and laughter unconditionally. They shared themselves and their families
with us. From amazing parties, tearful card games, births of children, death of loved
ones, family vacations, pressures of daily lives, in good times and bad there was
always love and laughter. In the last 15 years, Moe often reminded Mike and I not to
take each other or others for granted. He learned how precious life is and in addition
to his wonderful sense of humor his mind is brilliant. Luckily, he also shared his
intellect with others. The last text message from Moe to Mike and it pops up each
time messages is selected reads: "Gibson is an idiot." It will always be our message
from Moe to all who love him not to be "idiots" but to have love and laughter as our
guide through life.
Jeff and Natalie, Scott and Julie, Eva, Daniel and Aidan, Margaret, Ralph and Bobby
and all Moe's family and friends know you are deeply loved, feel his hugs and laugh
when you think of Moe and Kathy as we will.
With love,
Mike and Mary Ann Vito

Mary Ann Vito - August 28, 2016 at 09:09 AM

